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We are spending the rest of the month of September talking about 
The Root Problem


Last week, we started by identifying The Root Problem as PRIDE


Pride is that thing that keeps us from: 
	 Apologizing, admitting fault, offering forgiveness, receiving help

Pride is that thing that causes us to: 
	 Celebrate other’s failures, lie to ourselves and others, blame 	
	 others for our problems instead of accepting ANY fault


I believe that at the root of all of our problems is the desire to be the 
most important thing in the universe….we become so important that:

	 There is no room for anyone else - including God


And that causes problems…

“Unchastity, anger, greed, drunkenness….are mere FLEABITES 
in comparison….pride leads to every other vice.” 

-C.S. Lewis 
Mere Christianity 

PRIDE is the ROOT of most (if not all) of our problems


Often, we like to attack the above ground problems-instead of ROOT

	 Self Help - Behavior Modification

We learn to PICK FRUIT:

Apologize, Forgive, Be in TRUE Community, Be Accountable, More 
Disciplined, kick bad habits, work on our attitude, start/stop etc.


REALLY need to be focusing on PULLING UP THE ROOT - PRIDE




If we can learn to identify and kill PRIDE in our own lives, by focusing 
on The Gospel of Jesus Christ to help move us to a place of 
HUMBLE CONFIDENCE….I believe that most of those other 
problems will begin to work themselves out.


So….that is what this series is all about

	 -pulling out the ROOT of the Problem


We recognize that PRIDE is easy to see in others

BUT hard to see in the mirror

	 But it USUALLY shows up in one of four ways:


Four Faces of Pride 
Looking Good 
Feeling Good 
Being Right *probably come - unless you are right - then definitely come 
Being In Control 

Last week: 
Looking good is only good if you are really good. 
Life doesn’t have to be going good for you to be doing good. 
Wouldn’t you rather actually be good than just look good? 

BUT…….

I want to clarify a little….I want to DEFINE:

‘Good’  - might have used it a little too much last week

Being in a ‘good place’, ‘doing good’, or ‘being good’


The bible doesn’t exactly use the word ‘good’ to describe…..so what 
do I mean?


Lots of other words that would describe this:

Happy, Blessed, Joyful, Content, Thriving, etc.


But the word that I think sums it up is ‘at peace’

If you are ‘at peace’….you are GOOD


And so, in the context of this series, where we recognize that PRIDE 



(The Root Problem)

‘Being/Doing Good’ 
At Peace with Yourself

At Peace with Others

At Peace with God


Wouldn’t this be an INCREDIBLE place to be? 
Look in the mirror and be overwhelmed with PEACE

Look across the bedroom, dining room table, sporting event, church 
service, conference table, family reunion and find PEACE

Look at the world around you - that you OBVIOUSLY didn’t create - 
and to know that YOU and the one who created ALL of THIS are at 
Peace - WOW!!!


To be AT PEACE with yourself, others and God is our definition, for 
this series of ‘GOOD’

	 APOLOGIZE for not defining ‘Good’ in a better way last week


TODAY: 
Pride will show up in our lives as ‘feeling good’ - CRYSTAL VIDEO

	 -I can completely relate - spending money DOES feel good

Define it however you want -shopping, habits, relationships, activity

	 -We all do things that make us FEEL GOOD all the time

I want to define feeling good as:


Feeling Good = PLEASURE 
Pride often shows up in our life as PLEASURE

There is NOTHING necessarily wrong with PLEASURE

	 	 UNTIL our pursuit of pleasure, undermines our peace


*Here is the deal: LIFE IS HARD

It’s even harder when you self sabotage 

It’s even harder when you undermine your own peace by choosing 
pleasure over priority


People undermine their own peace

	 You can see it coming from a MILE AWAY - especially younger

	 It’s easy to see in other people

	 Hard to see in ourselves




There is enough unavoidable pain in this life - to cause more


Jesus Promised:

‘In this life, you will have trouble.’ - NO EXCEPTIONS!!!

	 Why create more?

Make decisions that ULTIMATELY(not immediately)undermine PEACE


I want to spend the rest of this morning with these two words:


Pleasure & Peace 

Relationship between the two - BOTH are GOOD THINGS

But PEACE is more important than PLEASURE

	 Peace can LEAD to Pleasure

	 But Pleasure can UNDERMINE Peace

Something Jesus said:


John 10:10 
The thief comes only to steal and kill and destroy. 

Anyone who steps into someone’s life and steals/kills/destroys

Jesus would say - THAT is a thief

	 

Most people view SATAN as the thief in this verse - OK with that

	 We talked about how PRIDE started with Him (Garden)

We said that if Satan can keep you full of PRIDE

	 Doesn’t have to do much else - self destruct


So…..for this passage….who the biggest thief in your life? 

Maybe you would say it’s satan….I would have to admit it was ME

	 I am my own worst enemy

	 I have done more to steal, kill & destroy my peace than anyone


Who in your life (16+) has the most potential to steal/kill/destroy?

Person in the Mirror

YOU have most potential to steal, kill & destroy in YOUR OWN LIFE


“I am my own worst enemy.” 



YOU ARE your own worst enemy 

	 - have more potential/capacity to steal/kill/destroy

	 	 -than ANYONE else in your life


I know this is true because if you are ANYTHING like Crystal & I: 

YOU:

bought, smoked, drank, stole, lied about, dated, slept w/& married IT


You are the common denominator in every bad decision in your life

We were there for all of it - we ARE our own worst enemy - THIEF!


John 10:10 
The thief comes only to steal and kill and destroy. I came that they 
may have life and have it abundantly.


I = Jesus 

They = Them & Us 

LIFE = opposite of stealing/killing/destroying

ABUNDANTLY - pertaining to that which is not normally encountered


Extraordinary LIFE = WOW! kind of life 
	 

People notice a difference 

NOT because you haven’t had a hard time

But because your life is the kind that is ‘not normally encountered’


John 10:11 
I am the good shepherd. The good shepherd lays down his life for 
the sheep.


	 If you: new to church

	 	 had bad experience with church

	 	 coming back for the first time in a long time:

	 The most important thing in all of scripture is:


God sent His Son (Jesus) to be a GOOD SHEPHERD 
	 Good Shepherd lays down his LIFE 

	 	 Jesus did that on the cross

	 	 	 We are called to FOLLOW HIM




If someone is willing to give their life FOR YOU 
They are FOR YOU!!! 

You can trust in Jesus (Good Shepherd) - FOR YOU (Elab)

	 Loves YOU more than YOU LOVE YOU


Problem in John 10:11 - if Jesus is Shepherd - we are 

SHEEP: 
	 Sheep are dumb, stupid, this may seem offensive

	 

Have to remember that:


YOU 
-bought it 
-smoked it 
-drank it 
-stole it 
-lied about it 
-dated it 

You are glad there is no more room on the screen (more examples)

You have made some BBBBAAAAADDDDD Decisions :)


We are our own worst enemy

	 He is a GOOD shepherd

	 	 Asking us to follow HIM


You may be your own worst enemy

	 Not your ONLY enemy.


SIN separates 
From God, Others, Ourselves (can’t life with ourselves)

	 Steals - Kills - Destroys our PEACE 

SIN comes only to steal, kill and destroy 

We undermine our own happiness

	 This is NOT new - you all know this - can give examples

Why do we do the same dumb stuff over and over again?

Confusion between


Pleasure & Peace 



God created you with the capacity to experience BOTH

	 Pleasure and Peace


God created us with the ability to experience Pleasure 
	 Sexual Pleasure - HIS IDEA - Fun/Awesome - in context

	 Jesus made wine (first miracle) 

	 He created - nature, music, food, culture, comedy, etc


NOT EITHER OR 

	 -you can have BOTH 

	 -issue of PRIORITY


Pleasure can undermine our Peace  
to the point that we have neither 

Peace can lead to Pleasure (Ultimate Pleasure)

BUT  
if we prioritize pleasure above our PEACE 

	 	 	 (w/ourselves, others & God)

We get NEITHER - one undermines the other


Eventually pleasure loses it’s pleasure and becomes a prison. 

PLEASURE works with the Law of Diminishing Returns:

-Used to take one glass, now it takes 2 bottles and you are yelling

-Was fun - now you need it to function


Over time, every pleasure, if it becomes a master/priority 	

	 -pleasure loses its pleasure

Begins as a pastime - becomes a pathway - addiction - prison


These aren’t things that are immoral, illegal, or even WRONG in and 
of themselves


BUT when we prioritize ANY pleasure over principles of happiness 
(Jesus/Sermon on the Mount) - pleasure loses it’s pleasure


Romans 6:16 
Do you not know that if you present yourselves to anyone as 
obedient slaves, you are slaves of the one whom you obey, either 
of sin, which leads to death, or of obedience, which leads to 
righteousness?




Do you not know? - we DO! 

	 It’s Common Sense - we need to do something with it


Present yourselves/slaves to the one you obey - can be confusing:


If you KEEP saying YES - and NEVER say NO - SLAVE to Pleasure

	 keep giving in - HAVE TO not WANT TO

	 	 Used to DO IT - now it DOES YOU


SIN - your definition/Old or New Testament - leads to death

	 Not all pleasure is sin (most isn’t)


But once we become slaves to PLEASURE -give up control - SIN  
Leads to DEATH 

Another option - OBEDIENCE - to God/Jesus - Good Shepherd

Leads to righteousness - right relationship - PEACE with God 

Peace with God paves the way to peace with ourselves and equips 
us to make peace with others.


THIS ^^^ IS what ‘being good’ is all about

	 Peace with God, Others and Ourselves

Saying YES over and over again to ANY pleasure - SLAVE to it


When we do what FEELS GOOD - over and over - keeps us from 
really BEING GOOD


Pleasure can undermine our Peace  
to the point that we have neither 

Jesus would say:

If you sow better, you will reap better, you will feel better.


Here is where we get in trouble:

We are NOT GOOD so -we DO something that makes us FEEL better

	 	 -Go shopping, take this, call her, visit him, etc.

	 Do something - quick fix

	 THOSE are the decisions that make us undermine PEACE




PEACE is not immediately accessible.

	 PEACE is an outcome.

	 	 Sow and Reap your way there - Takes TIME


When we continually say YES to pleasure, over and over, as a quick 
fix for us not feeling good - become a SLAVE to that pleasure

	 Pleasure becomes a Prison

	 	 

Pleasure becomes something that we are always chasing

	 Peace becomes a distant illusion

	 	 	 

You already know this!

	 We know the things we reach for - quick fix

Every time we do those things - slave/servant 

	 Undermines peace

	 	 For the pursuit of pleasure


Last Week: 
Looking Good is ONLY good if you are REALLY Good.


This Week: 
We often choose what FEELS GOOD now 
over what will BE GOOD in the end 

And that is NOT GOOD 

Peace is not available in a ‘Instant/Microwave Version’

	 It’s a marathon not a sprint


We can do things - in a moment/for a moment 

	 - make us FEEL GOOD

KNOWING that they are ultimately undermining the ability for us to 
actually BE GOOD 

	 - good place - at PEACE (Ourselves, others & God)


BIG QUESTION - no reason to NOT be honest 

	 No raising your hand/standing up/coming forward

	 	 No one will know how you answer this

	 	 	 You owe it to yourself to admit this

	 	 	 	 You owe it to the people who love you




Is there a pleasure that’s undermining your peace? 

Doesn’t have to be a sin - all pleasure is not a sin

	 But when you become a slave/loose control - trouble

	 May/May Not be immoral or illegal


Scary to admit - have to do something - no you don’t


Is there a pleasure that you have said YES to so many times that 
it is BEGINNING to undermine your happiness? 
	 

You know you shouldn’t - helps in that moment

	 Your spouse knows better than to say something about it

	 Your kids ask about it

Just YOU and YOU - is there?


If you continue to say YES to that pleasure

	 YOU are a THIEF!!!

	 	 You are in opposition to Jesus’ invitation to follow Him


Is there a pleasure that is slowly taking you prisoner? 

Slowly loosing your ability to say NO to that pleasure

Answer the door every time it knocks & have started looking out the 
window, hoping that it shows up.


You have prioritized your pursuit of pleasure over peace? 
	 

And if you CONTINUE to do this - you will wake up one day and 
realize that you are your own worst enemy:

	 

You are your own thief

You will wish you had stopped saying YES to pleasure

It used to FEEL GOOD - but it’s NOT GOOD anymore

You will wish you had stopped answering the door when it knocked


I hope you will realize - maybe for the first time 

	 That you need to trade in your pleasure for a SHEPHERD!

	 GOOD Shepherd - promises to give you LIFE - Abundant LIFE

	 	 That is an exchange that you will NEVER regret




Can I just talk to you like a normal person for a minute? 

I was a guy before I was a pastor 

	 - I understand this - MORE than you think I do


I like to FEEL GOOD as much as the next guy

	 And I ENJOY some incredible PLEASURES in my life

	 But I have been, and continue to be prone to 

	 	 -Pursuing PLEASURE over PEACE


When I hear something like this - smart enough not to argue

	 I know that I can ABUSE Good Things

	 	 trying to FEEL GOOD

	 	 	 Putting me in a place that is NOT GOOD


And so when I hear a message like this - I’ll admit that I am guilty

	 “I need to do better” - our way of doing NOTHING

You initiate the conversation - NOT do anything different


But this is SERIOUS:

We hold the future happiness of our children, grandchildren, 
marriage IN OUR HANDS

	 

If we are tempted to play this game - YOU and THEY will LOOSE


YOU and THEY don’t have to loose!

Jesus came to be YOUR GOOD SHEPHERD


I know this about my own life - hard truth


For us to do something about this

We must prioritize our PEACE over our PLEASURE 

Most of us:

Not very good at ‘cutting back/dialing back’ 

	 - better at CUTTING OUT

Cutting back - never works - struggle with same thing


I have seen people freed by - cutting it out - even for a short season

Hard to move from ADDICTED to MODERATION with ANYTHING




Your PEACE is at stake - YOU WANT TO BE AT PEACE

	 With Yourself, Others and God

	 

The day you prioritize your Peace over your Pleasure

	 	 Will be a GOOD DAY

Not just for you - but for everyone that loves you & depends on you


Jesus said and is saying today:


I am the GOOD SHEPHERD

I want you to stop being your own thief

I want you to walk away from other thieves in your life (sin& pleasure)

I am the ONLY ONE who has come & can promise ABUNDANT LIFE


SO….let’s do this - imagine what it would be like to pursue THIS


When we prioritize your Peace over Pleasure - GET BOTH

When we prioritize your Pleasure over Peace - GET NEITHER
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